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Lighting and Graphics Effects for Real-Time Visualization of the Universe

Jonna Ekelin, Lena Fernqvist

This work has been performed at SCISS AB, a company situated in Norrköping and whose business lies
in developing platforms for graphics visualization. SCISS's main software product, UniView, is a fully
interactive system allowing the user to explore all parts of the observable universe, from rocks on the
surface of a planet to galaxies and quasars in outer space. It is used mainly for astronomical and
scientific presentation.
The aim of this work has been to enhance the visual appearance of lighting effects in the solar system,
which has included implementing atmospheric effects for planets, shadow casting and an enhanced
representation of the sun. We have managed to implement a visually convincing atmosphere applicable
to all of the planets in the solar system. The atmospheric effects can be viewed from space as well as
from the surface of a planet and allow for a seamless transition between the two locations. The
atmosphere simulates the effects of day and night, sunrise and sunset, and gives important depth cues
through the effect of aerial perspective. Combining the atmospheric effects with an algorithm for
rendering accurate
soft shadows for spherical objects and a sun that varies in size with visibility has enabled the
visualization of the phenomena of solar and lunar eclipses. This feature can be watched from space,
where the shape of the shadow becomes apparent and can be studied, as well as from the planet's
surface, where one can experience the darkening of the sky as the moon slowly obscures the sun and
then observe the corona of the sun around the dark moon. All this can be run at interactive frame rates
on ATI and Nvidia graphics cards using shader model 2.0 or above.

computer graphics, shadows, atmosphere, real-time rendering
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Abstract

This work has been performed at SCISS AB, a company situated in Nor-
rköping and whose business lies in developing platforms for graphics visual-
ization. SCISS's main software product, UniView, is a fully interactive system
allowing the user to explore all parts of the observable universe, from rocks on
the surface of a planet to galaxies and quasars in outer space. It is used mainly
for astronomical and scienti�c presentation.

The aim of this work has been to enhance the visual appearance of lighting
e�ects in the solar system, which has included implementing atmospheric e�ects
for planets, shadow casting and an enhanced representation of the sun.

We have managed to implement a visually convincing atmosphere applicable
to all of the planets in the solar system. The atmospheric e�ects can be viewed
from space as well as from the surface of a planet and allow for a seamless
transition between the two locations. The atmosphere simulates the e�ects of
day and night, sunrise and sunset, and gives important depth cues through the
e�ect of aerial perspective.

Combining the atmospheric e�ects with an algorithm for rendering accurate
soft shadows for spherical objects and a sun that varies in size with visibility
has enabled the visualization of the phenomena of solar and lunar eclipses. This
feature can be watched from space, where the shape of the shadow becomes
apparent and can be studied, as well as from the planet's surface, where one
can experience the darkening of the sky as the moon slowly obscures the sun
and then observe the corona of the sun around the dark moon.

All this can be run at interactive frame rates on ATI and Nvidia graphics
cards using shader model 2.0 or above.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

This work has been performed at SCISS AB, a company situated in Norrköping
and whose business lies in developing platforms for graphics visualization. The
start of SCISS dates back to 2002 when Sta�an Klashed, then a student at
Linköping University, went to New York to carry out his thesis work at AMNH
- the American Museum of Natural History. This was made possible through a
collaboration started by Anders Ynnerman, Professor at Linköping University,
and Carter Emmart who works as the director of astrovisualization at AMNH.
Sta�ans thesis work consisted of visualization of astronomical data and resulted
in an early version of SCISS's main software product, UniView. As Sta�ans
work was very successful two other students, Per Hemmingsson and Martin
Rasmusson, went to AMNH to carry on the work that Sta�an had started. When
this work was �nished Sta�an, Per and Martin realized that the result from
their combined work could be marketed and sold as a commercial product and
hence they started the company SCISS. UniView is now sold as an astronomical
visualization platform that makes it possible to make an interactive journey from
the surface of a planet in our own solar system to the edge of the observable
universe. The product is marketed in various ways, for example as a teaching
tool for schools and as a system to be used by planetariums around the world.

The task given to us to accomplish during our time at SCISS was to improve
and add lighting e�ects in the solar system and included implementing atmo-
spheric e�ects for planets, shadow casting and enhanced representation of the
sun.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this project has been to enhance the visual appearance of the solar
system in a real-time universe visualization software.

• Implementation of a shadow model allowing planets to cast shadows on
each other.

• Improvement of the atmosphere model used in UniView. The new model
had to be able to seamlessly visualize the atmosphere during the transition
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from space to the surface of a planet and back again.

• Improvement of the representation of the sun from a static sized object to
one that changes size depending on how much of the sun that is visible.

1.3 Scope

There were some important constraints for us to work within when implementing
new features in UniView:

• The required frame rate is 30 frames per second for interactive use.

• The result has to work on PC workstations as well as for multichannel PC
systems.

• The system has to run on all standard graphics cards. Also, it should
work for graphics cards using shader model 2 or above.

1.4 Method

The theory and underlying information of our implementations came from stud-
ies of reports, papers and books on the subjects, both concerning computer
graphics and the physics behind di�erent phenomena. Also, a great source of
information has been our supervisors at Sciss AB; with general computer graph-
ics information as well as detailed information on UniView, and our examiner;
explaining physical phenomena and pointing us in the right directions for back-
ground information. The ideas have then been implemented in C++ and Cg
directly into the UniView framework. All ideas have been discussed and evalu-
ated together with the company. Six weeks of our work was done at the Hayden
Planetarium at American Museum of Natural History in New York, where we
had the valuable possibility to test our work in a full scale dome as well as
getting constructive viewpoints on the visual results from people having great
experience in visualizing the universe.

1.5 Overview

Chapter two, Background and Previous and Related Work, has �ve sections
providing background information on UniView, the graphics pipeline and the
three areas that have been of interest for us; glare e�ects, atmospheric e�ects
and shadows. The three sections mentioned last all have one part describing
previous work done in the area and another section detailing the technique we
have used for the implementation of the e�ect.

Chapter three, Implementation, is divided into three parts that gives a thor-
ough explanation of the implementation of the glare e�ects, atmospheric e�ects
and shadows.

In Chapter four the result of our work is presented with pictures of what
the �nal implementation looks like. The pictures are accompanied by caption
describing what is seen in each picture.

In chapter six, Discussion, our conclusions and possible future work is pre-
sented.
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Chapter 2

Background and Previous and

Related Work

2.1 UniView

UniView is a software visualization platform used mainly for astronomical and
scienti�c presentation [24]. It is a fully interactive system allowing the user to
explore all parts of the observable universe, from rocks on the surface of a planet
to galaxies and quasars in outer space. UniView uses The Digital Universe
dataset developed at the AMNH and Hayden Planetarium in conjunction with
NASA [23]. This dataset is world's most extensive and accurate 3-D atlas of the
universe containing stars, star clusters, star-forming regions, multi-wavelength
views of the Milky Way, and the latest galaxy and quasar surveys, to name a
few.

The part of UniView which is most important for this report is the repre-
sentation of our solar system. The objects currently represented in the solar
system are the sun, planets, moons and satellites. There are currently two
types of objects representing the planets and the moons, 'simple' planets and
'advanced' planets. The simple planets are textured low polygon spheres while
the advanced planets makes use of the ROAM2 technique to dynamically stream
height mapped geometry and texture maps to continually update the surface as
the observers gets closer to it [18]. Currently, Earth, the moon and Mars are
represented by advanced planets and the other planets and moons by simple
planets. The positions and rotations of all celestial bodies are computed based
on information from NASA, which ensures correct positioning at all time.

2.1.1 Technical outline

The system is written in C++ and the shader language used is Cg. It is based
on a scene graph called OpenGL Performer which was developed by SGI.

UniView is available on single-display PC platforms, �sheye PC platforms
and multichannel PC platforms. This enables UniView to be run in such varying
environments as domes, such as the one at the Hayden Planetarium, home
computers, equipped with high-end graphics cards, as well as in the VR theater
at NVIS, Linköping University.
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2.2 Graphics Processing Unit

The graphics processing unit (GPU) is as the name implies built to process
graphics information. Because of the specialization and the �xed pipeline the
GPU is much faster at doing things like basic transformation, coloring, lighting,
and texturing, than the CPU. The di�erent stages of the pipeline can be seen
in �gure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Graphics pipeline (image from [8]).

2.2.1 Programmable Graphics Pipeline

Graphics processors are developing at a very fast rate. In less than ten years
graphics cards have evolved from �xed pipeline to vertex programmability and
on to programmability at both vertex and pixel level. This means that the
programmer can get the bene�ts of the �xed pipeline through controlling how
the hardware executes the processes involved. This is done by writing so called
'shader' programs which are sent from the user program to the graphics card's
programmable vertex and fragment processors where they are executed. See
�gure 2.2 for an overview of this.

Figure 2.2: Programmable Graphics pipeline (image from [8]).

A vertex program can alter the �xed pipeline calculations, controlling things
like vertex and normal transformations and per-vertex lighting, done in the ge-
ometry processing stage. A fragment program, in turn, alters the fragment op-
erations and can control how each fragment is shaded, how textures are applied
etc. Just as di�erent texture map images can be applied to di�erent geometries,
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di�erent shader programs can be written to act upon di�erent objects in an
application.

Though one can perform almost any calculation in a shader, vertex shaders
usually perform two basic actions. Transforming the vertex into screen coordi-
nates by multiplying the vertex by the modelview and projection matrices and
setting the color of the vertex. Due to the architecture of the graphics pipeline
a vertex shader must output vertex positions that, after triangle set up and
rasterization, can be interpolated and passed to the fragment processor. It is
also common for a vertex shader to output additional parameters for use in the
following fragment shader. This could, for example, be calculated from vertex
attributes and other application-dependent data, such as the position of a light
source, and then be used as texture coordinates in the fragment shader.

The required, and only, output of a fragment shader is the fragment color.
This color can be based on parameters from the vertex shader, textures and
other application data. The programmable fragment processor has revolution-
ized the graphics pipeline in a special way. In the �xed pipeline the fragment
color is always an interpolated value from nearby vertex attributes. With the
use of a fragment shader the color value can be more precisely de�ned according
to the actual fragment position. Figure 2.3 demonstrates this distinction.

Figure 2.3: The left spheres show Phong shading implemented in a vertex shader.
Notice the number of vertices needed to give a satisfactory result as the calculations
are done on the vertex level only and then interpolated at the fragments. The right
sphere shows Phong shading implemented in a fragment shader. Even at a very low
vertex count this yields a good result as all calculations are evaluated for each fragment
(image from [20]).

2.2.2 Cg

In the early days of programmable graphics hardware the programmer had to
use low-level assembler code to alter the way the graphics processor handled
vertices and fragments. Today there are several high-level languages making it
easier to write, maintain, and understand the shader code. The conversion to
low-level code is now left to the compiler which attempts to reduce the output
of the code.

There are currently three di�erent high-level shading languages in use; Cg,
HLSL and GLSL. Cg, also known as C for graphics, is the high level shading
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language from Nvidia. It is compatible with both has been developed by Mi-
crosoft for DirectX only. GLSL is the OpenGL Shading Language and therefore
used with OpenGL only.

As UniView is based on OpenGL, Cg and GLSL were the languages to choose
between. Due existing use of Cg in UniView we chose to continue with this.

Cg is as, the name implies, based on C and have a close resemblance to
it even though it is a lot more restricted. Since Cg is specialized on vertex
and fragment transformation it lacks many of the features, like �le reading and
writing, of general purpose languages such as C and C++. However, the Cg
syntax does provide arrays and structures and includes vector operations such
as addition, multiplication, dot product, sin, maximum, exponent etc. Flow
controls such as conditionals, looping and function calls are also available as
well as special functions for lighting and texture look-ups.

The Cg toolkit comes with Cg Runtime which manages the connection be-
tween the the 3D application and the graphics processors. Cg Runtime is used
for loading, compiling and sending the shader code to the GPU and it also man-
ages parameter passing to the vertex and fragment programs as well as texture
unit management. Other features of Cg Runtime is error handling and checking
for hardware supported pro�les.

The possibilities with Cg are limited by the architecture of the graphics
hardware. Not everything that can be written in Cg can run on any given
GPU. The hardware pro�le de�nes which subset of the full Cg speci�cation
is supported for a combination of a speci�c graphics card and API and thus
the limitations in executable Cg code. The possibility of compiling Cg code in
di�erent pro�les enables Cg to develop new functionality even though it is not
supported by all graphics cards on the market.

2.3 Glare E�ect

Creating convincing graphics not only includes accurate modeling of objects
and representation of phenomena, such as implementing the physical behavior of
light re�ection or the movement of objects etc. An important part in creating an
application that gives the user a sense of presence is to also simulate phenomena
as they are perceived in reality by that user.

Looking directly at such a bright light source as the sun in outer space would
dazzle and, perhaps, permanently blind you and prevent you from seeing any-
thing else in the surroundings. However, to be able to visualize the interaction
between celestial bodies in our solar system the impact of the sunlight has to
be toned down. Nevertheless it is important that the user still perceive the sun
as a very bright light.

When dealing with lighting-reproducing media the display devices create an
immediate problem. Due to the limited range of light intensity produced by
display devices such as monitors and projectors the dynamic range of displayed
images is extremely limited compared to the range which our eyes can perceive.
Not getting the full range of intensity makes the image look rather �at and
unrealistic and creates a need for alternative ways to represent bright lights.

Glare e�ects are a phenomenon caused by scattered light in the lens of the
eye or the camera when directed at a bright light. In practice this means that
we associate these e�ects with brightness. This idea has been used in the movie
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industry for quite some time using special lenses for cameras to create bloom
and streaks around bright light sources to enhance the perceived luminosity. In
computer graphics there are no such intermediate recording devices capable of
enhancing the perceived light intensity. Explicitly adding glare e�ects to the
rendered light sources mimics the e�ects that the eye would produce itself in
the presence of a bright light and thus gives the impression of a wider dynamic
range.

2.3.1 Previous Work

Lens �ares are widely used in computer games and graphics nowadays, and
provides a sense of realism when used in the right way. Spencer et al [22]
proposed a physically based way to generate lens �ares to enhance the perceived
intensity of a light source in digital images. In real-time graphics this is too time
consuming and prede�ned billboarded textures are usually used as a supplement.

Physics Behind Glare

Glare e�ects around bright light sources originate from scattering of the light in
the human eye and can be divided into two main components: bloom and �are
[22]. The �are appears due to scattering in the lens, while the bloom is caused
by a combination of scattering in the lens, cornea and retina.

The �are is in turn made up of a ciliary corona and a lenticular halo (see
�gure 2.4). The lenticular halo shows up as di�erent colored rings around the
light source. This is because the light is broken up into its spectral components
as di�erent wavelengths are refracted through di�erent angles in the eye. The
ciliary corona is the radiating pattern of numerous �ne rays of light originating
from the center and can extend far beyond the size of the halo. These are due
to random density �uctuations in the lens.

Figure 2.4: Flare. The Lenticular halo shows up as rainbow colored rings and the
ciliary corona can be seen as numerous rays radiating from the center (image from
[22]).

Bloom is seen as a glow around the light and is often referred to as veiling
luminance. It reduces the contrast of nearby objects as the scattering of the
light from the bright source is added to the light from the surrounding objects.
See the tree branches in the left image in �gure 2.5.
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When capturing images with a camera these glare e�ects are often enhanced.
Furthermore, additional glares can appear due to scattering in the multiple
lenses in the camera. These can appear as circles placed on a line going from
the light source and through the center of the image. Sometimes an image of
the camera's aperture appears as a hexagonal-shaped object.

Figure 2.5: Glare e�ects shows up as rings (left image) and hexagons (right image)
due to the lenses in the camera (images from www.photo�lter.com and NASA

.

Billboarding

All glare e�ects appear in front of everything else in a scene as it is an e�ect
created in the eye and not in 3D space. As a result of this lens �ares are usually
rendered last as textured billboards with the depth test turned o� [2]. The
di�erent components of the glare e�ect are achieved through several di�erent
textures representing streaks, halos and bloom. Using these textures as alpha
maps makes it possible to blend the glare e�ect with the background. Further-
more, di�erent colors can be applied to the the textured quads to give an e�ect
resembling the rainbow colors of the ciliary corona when additively blended
together.

A billboard is a quad which always faces the viewer. The facing direction
changes as the object and camera move, so the quad needs to be rotated at each
frame to point in the desired direction. The rotation matrix making this possible
is de�ned by three vectors; the normal vector and the up vector of the quad
and the vector calculated by taking the cross product of the �rst two vectors
[3]. What is to be the desired normal and up vector is not trivial and there are
several kinds of billboarding techniques de�ning these vectors in di�erent ways.

If the billboards are view plane aligned only one matrix has to be calculated
for all billboards in the scene. In this case one de�nes the normal vector to be
the inverse of the viewing direction. As the up vector the camera up vector or
the world up vector can be used depending on preferred behavior. Using the
camera vector will result in the billboards rotating along with the camera while
the world vector is better if used for rendering for example trees in a world. The
view plane aligned method will cause the objects represented by the billboards
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to be warped at the edge of the screen but is a fast and in some cases good
enough approximation. This is usually the billboarding method used for glare
e�ects as the glare is not a physical object represented as a billboard but a
phenomenon thought of as being in screen space.

In the view point oriented technique the direction between the quad and
the camera position is used as the normal vector. This means that for every
billboard in the scene an individual normal has to be calculated. As in the
previous technique di�erent up vectors can be chosen depending on what it is
used for.

Figure 2.6: The di�erence between view plane aligned and view point oriented bill-
boarding (image from [3]).

Visibility of Glare

To be able to incorporate glare e�ects into an interactive environment it is im-
portant to account for the visibility of the light source. To achieve a convincing
e�ect the glare should change appearance as the light source goes from totally
visible to partly visible and disappear as the light source is totally occluded.
The simplest way to determine the visibility of computer generated objects is
to use frustum culling. Comparing the polygons of the object with the six view
planes forming the view frustum a simple visible/not visible answer can be ob-
tained. This is enough to initially determine the visibility of light sources and
if glare e�ects should be rendered or not. However if the light source is in the
frustum but totally occluded by another object, the frustum culling alone does
not generate a good estimation. Furthermore, when the light source is only
partly covered by an occluder we would like to know how much of the light is
visible.

A frequently used method to test this visibility is to render the objects in
the scene and then read back pixels from the depth bu�er in the region where
the light source would be rendered. Comparing the depth values of the bu�er
with the estimated depth values of the light source will then determine if the
light source is occluded or not. If the pixels which are read back corresponds to
the whole area the light source would cover on the screen, a percentage can be
retrieved, based the occluded and non occluded pixels, describing the visibility.
This approach works �ne but has a couple of drawbacks. To read back contents
of the scene the application must wait for the rendering to complete. This
means that the pipeline must be �ushed before the readpixels is executed and
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thus requires the CPU wait. Also, reading back data is very slow compared to
writing.

A new approach to �nding the visibility of a light source has emerged through
the OpenGL extension occlusion query. Occlusion queries are used to track the
number of fragments that are drawn by a primitive, that is those that pass the
depth test, without stalling the CPU. A query is issued and can be retrieved
later on when the GPU has processed the request and the result is available.
This means that one can perform other computations on the CPU or render
other parts of the scene while waiting. In the case of the glare e�ects one can
a�ord to use results from the previous frame without any noticeable di�erence
and can therefore issue a query and retrieve the result as late as the next frame.

2.3.2 Used technique

As UniView is used with several di�erent display systems, such as regular com-
puter monitors and projectors for display on curved walls and domes, the or-
dinary methods for creating glare e�ects are not necessarily the right ones. To
decide which kind of glare e�ects to include one must consider if the displayed
image is supposed to look as if it has been captured with a camera or viewed
directly through the eyes of the user. Is the user looking out from a space craft
window or at a �lm shot in space? Displaying UniView on a monitor both of
these scenarios could be the case. When viewing UniView in a dome the cam-
era option seems less likely and inappropriate. Consider the glare e�ects due
to the lenses in a camera shown on a line pointing toward the center. How do
we show this in a dome? Where is the center? Each member of the audience is
likely to look in di�erent direction feeling that their view direction is the center.
With this in mind we have chosen to consider the displayed image to be viewed
through the viewers eyes only. Thus, the e�ects we have concentrated on are
the �are and bloom.

The dome display also puts restrictions on the billboarding method and we
have chosen to avoid the common choice of using view plane aligned billboards
for glare e�ects and go with the viewpoint oriented approach. A view plane
aligned billboard would not be consistent toward the edges of the projectors.

2.4 Atmospheric E�ects

The energy the sun is emitting is transfered through space through a process
called radiation. When the energy reaches the atmosphere of a planet the energy
is absorbed, scattered, refracted and re�ected by the particles in the atmosphere,
creating beautiful e�ects like, for example, the color of the sky, rainbows and
clouds (see �gure 2.7).

The wavelengths visible to the human eye, ranging from about 400 nm to
700 nm, are mainly a�ected by re�ection and scattering.

Absorption is when the energy is kept by the particle it hits, resulting in
heating of the particle. X-rays and gamma rays are absorbed by oxygen and
nitrogen in the upper atmosphere. Ultraviolet rays are absorbed by ozone in
the stratosphere and infra-red rays are slightly absorbed by carbon dioxide and
water vapor in the troposphere.
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Figure 2.7: When the light interacts with the atmosphere beautiful e�ects arise (image
from (c)Harald Edens, reproduced with permission [19]).

Re�ection is the process where most of the energy is redirected to the reverse
of the incident direction. This normally happens when the particle is large and
it depends on the particles refractive index, the absorption coe�cient and the
angle of the incident light. Most of the re�ection in the atmosphere happens in
clouds. A cloud can have a re�ectivity ranging from 40 to 90 percent.

Scattering causes the incoming energy to redirect in every direction. There
are two main types of scattering, Rayleigh and Mie (see �gure 2.8). When a ray
hits a very small particle, about one-tenth of the length of the wavelength or
smaller, like an air molecule, the energy re�ected in the backward and forward
directions is the same. This type of scattering is called Rayleigh scattering.
Particles of larger size, like dust, water particles or pollution, scatter the light
more in a forward direction in a way that is very complex and changes with
each particle type. As a group these larger particles are called aerosols, and the
type of scattering they cause is Mie scattering.

Figure 2.8: Rayleigh scattering scatters light more uniformly than Mie scattering (im-
age from [13]).

Rayleigh Scattering

Rayleigh scattering scatters shorter wavelengths, in the blue and violet spectra,
more than the longer wavelengths in the yellow and red spectra1. This, in

1Compare this to sound. Low-pitched(long wavelength) sounds carry further than high
pitched(short wavelength) sounds. Listening to music you mostly hear the treble when in the
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combination with the fact that eyes are more sensitive to blue light than to
violet, is the reason of why we perceive the sky as blue [14]. However, Rayleigh
scattering not only causes the sky to be blue but also causes the whitening of
that blue color toward the horizon and the red color of the sky at sunset and
sunrise. Thus, Rayleigh scattering both adds and removes blue light from a
beam. The more atmosphere a ray has to travel through the more of the blue
light is scattered so that �nally almost none of the blue light remains in the
beam. The longer wavelengths that are less easily scattered, tend to remain in
the beam penetrating the atmosphere, giving rise to the beautiful sunset colors.
See �gure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Blue light scatters more than red light on the way through the atmosphere.
When the light has travelled far enough through the atmosphere almost all of the blue
light has been scattered away, leaving only the red light.

Rayleigh scattering is the cause of aerial perspective that causes objects far
away to appear paler, less detailed, and bluer than nearby objects. This is the
consequence of the fact that the light coming from the object is attenuated while
travelling through the atmosphere before reaching our eyes. The colors are even
more washed out by the additional light scattered from the sun which is added
to the beam. Aerial perspective is an important cue for us when judging the
distance and size of landscape features. An example of aerial perspective is blue
looking mountains in the far horizon.

Mie Scattering

Mie scattering scatters all wavelengths more equally than Rayleigh, and there-
fore maintains the white light spectra. This is why clouds look white. The
glare around the sun is also caused by Mie scattering as a result of the strong
directional dependency. Another e�ect of Mie scattering is haze arising when
there are a lot of aerosols in the air, for example when the air is heavily pol-
luted or during a warm summer day when there is a lot of dry dust in the air.
These conditions enhance the amount of Mie scattering compared to Rayleigh
scattering and give the sky a grayish look. Rain removes the aerosols from the
air, which is why the air often seems clearer after a rainfall.

The Atmosphere Seen From Space

The name The Blue Marble, which earth is sometimes called, is based on the
look of earth from space. The atmosphere gives our planet a blue color which is

same room, while the base goes through the walls to the neighbors.
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most dominant toward the edges where the light has to travel further through
the atmosphere before reaching the camera. Figure 2.10 illustrates this. In the
middle of the earth we can hardly see any contribution from the atmosphere,
while the edges are much bluer. In the right image one can see how the color
is a pale blue at the edge and a darker blue at the sunset. Figure 2.11 shows a
sunrise from space. The atmosphere looks like a rim around earth. Without the
atmosphere the earth would not be visible at all in this image since the earth's
surface visible from this angle is not yet lit by the sun.

Figure 2.10: Left image: "The Blue Marble" is a famous photograph of the Earth taken
on 7 December 1972 by the crew of the Apollo 17 spacecraft at a distance of about
45,000 kilometers. Right Image: The sunset is seen as a darker blue area (images
from NASA).

Figure 2.11: The atmosphere rim of the earth (image from NASA).

The atmosphere implemented in UniView before our work started consisted
of a billboarded disk placed between the earth and the camera (see �gure 2.12).
This only sought to simulate the look of the atmosphere when seeing earth
from space and not from inside the atmosphere. It also did not provide a rim
consistent with �gure 2.11 when looking at the earth from the unlit side.

Figure 2.12: The old approach for the atmosphere rendering in UniView.

2.4.1 Basic Concepts and Mathematics

In order to be able to understand the previous work brought up in section
2.4.2 one must have some basic knowledge of the concepts and mathematics
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behind how light behaves when it interacts with an atmosphere. The phenomena
mostly used as the base when modeling the visual appearance of an atmosphere
is scattering. This is because the scattering of light gives rise to most of the
common e�ects we see in the sky, like sunrises, the blue color of the sky and
aerial perspective.

When implementing atmospheric e�ects in computer graphics there are usu-
ally two separate cases to be considered: the color of the atmosphere (the sky)
and the color of the earth's surface due to the atmosphere. The air molecules
and aerosols in the atmosphere scatter the direct sunlight as well as the indi-
rect light, which has already been scattered by other air molecules and aerosols.
Adding all the scattered light reaching the viewpoint results in the color of the
atmosphere. Considering the color of the earth one must take into account this
scattering in the atmosphere as well as the re�ective properties of the earth's
surface. Just like the air molecules and aerosols, the surface also re�ects both
direct sunlight and indirect light. The indirect light is usually referred to as
multiple scattering and is, in most approaches, not considered because of it's
complexity. We will also only consider the scattering from direct sunlight in
this section.

The assumptions made, regarding the scattering events, in di�erent imple-
mentations vary but the most frequent model used when describing the scat-
terings involved consists of two parts, out-scattering and in-scattering. The
out-scattering describes how light is scattered out from a ray, and thus remov-
ing light from the ray, while in-scattering describes how light that was originally
traveling in another direction is scattered into a ray, adding light to it (see �gure
2.13).

Figure 2.13: The light is scattered in numerous ways when reaching the atmosphere.

The non-uniform density distribution of molecules in the atmosphere a�ects
the amount of out-scattering and in-scattering at di�erent altitudes. Before we
go into the scattering equations we will consider 'optical depth' which describes
this density distribution.

Optical Depth

Optical depth τ gives a measure of how opaque a medium is to radiation passing
through it, i.e. it describes the amount of atmosphere penetrated along a given
path. This means that optical depth is a result of the length of the path and
the average atmospheric density along the path. One way of visualizing optical
depth is to think of a fog. An object that is immediately in front of you has
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an optical depth of zero. As it moves away, the optical depth increases until
it reaches one and is no longer visible. Optical depth over the distance S is
described by the following equation

τ = −β

∫ S

0

ρ(s)ds

where β is a wavelength dependent scattering coe�cient describing the �extinc-
tion power� of a medium. ρ(s) is the density ratio. Since the density of air
and aerosols of the atmosphere changes with altitude so does the attenuation
of the light. The attenuation is greater close to earth where the atmosphere is
dense. This is accounted for by the density ratio ρ(s) which is dependent on the
altitude s and the scale height of the atmosphere, H0, i.e. the altitude in the
atmosphere where pressure is 1/e times its value at the surface.

ρ(s) = exp

(
−s

H0

)
(2.1)

Out-scattering

Out scattering is also referred to as extinction or attenuation and looks like this:

LafterAttenuation = LbeforeAttenuation ∗ e
−β

∫ S

0
ρ(s)ds

where LbeforeAttenuation is the initial light and LafterAttenuation is the light
remaining after having been attenuated by traveling the distance S through the
medium. The attenuation is dependent on the optical depth of the medium.

In-scattering

The way the incident light is scattered by a particle is very complicated and in
general each scattering event would scatter light in its own unique way. However
describing this in a real-time application is not possible due to computational
requirements and thus a compromise between physical realism and mathemat-
ical simplicity has to be made. The scattering is therefore conveyed by having
one mathematical model to describe Mie scattering and another model to de-
scribe Rayleigh scattering. Both models have a so-called scattering constant
describing how much light a medium scatters, and a phase function that gives
the probability of how much of that light that is scattered in each direction.
The scattering constants vary between di�erent works but the Rayleigh scatter-
ing constant is always proportional to 1/λ4, causing shorter wavelengths to be
scattered more than longer wavelengths. The Rayleigh phase function is given
by

FR(θ) =
3

16π
(1 + cos2(θ)) (2.2)

where θ is the angle between the sun ray and the viewing ray (see �gure 2.14).
The Mie phase function can be described by the following function developed
by Henyey and Greenstein in their work on describing scattering of light by
interstellar dust clouds.

FM (θ) =
1
4π

1− g2

(1 + g2 − 2gcosθ)
3
2

(2.3)
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where g is the asymmetry factor. The asymmetry factor ranges from -1 to 1
where positive values lead to scattering peaked in the forward direction and neg-
ative values lead to more scattering in the backward direction. Cloud droplets
that have a strong forward scattering typically have an asymmetry factor of
around 0.85 [21]. When g equals zero the scattering is isotropic, meaning that
the light is scattered equally in all directions, and thus resemblies Rayleigh
scattering.

Combined Scattering

The total scattering model is most easily described by �rst taking a look at a
single scattering event. We start by concentrating on viewing the sky alone,
and then go into the more complex scattering involved when viewing an object,
for example the surface of the earth, through the atmosphere.

Figure 2.14: A scattering event.

The light reaching point D has been attenuated on the way through the
atmosphere. Applying the out-scattering function gives us the light arriving at
this point.

LDafterAttenuation
= LsunLight ∗ e

−β
∫ D

C
ρ(s)ds

The amount of light which has arrived at point D that will scatter into the
viewing ray is described by the in-scattering equation, i.e. the light remaining
in the viewing ray after the scattering event can be described as

LDafterScattering
= LDafterAttenuation

∗Km∗ρ∗Fm(θ)+LDafterAttenuation
∗Kr∗ρ∗Fr(θ)

where Km is the Mie scattering constant, Kr is the Rayleigh scattering constant,
Fm(θ) is the Mie phase function and Fr(θ) is the Rayleigh phase function. ρ is
the density ratio at point D.

The scattered light is attenuated once again before reaching the eyes as it
travels through the atmosphere. Thus the result of one single scattering event
on the viewing ray is given by

LreachingEyes = LDafterScattering
∗ e
−β

∫ B

D
ρ(s)ds

To get the total light arriving at the viewpoint, due to scattering, all the scatter-
ing events along the viewing ray need to be added. Considering that the sunlight
can be seen as parallel, leaving all scattering events with the same angle α, and
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that all of these scattering events undergoes the same pattern of out-scattering,
in-scattering and out-scattering once again, makes all scattering events similar.
Hence, adding all scattering events is done by integrating the single scattering
equations from point A to point B.

LreachingEyesTotal =
∫ B

A

LafterScatteringForCurrentPoint ∗ e
−β

∫ S

0
ρ(s)ds

dx (2.4)

where S is the distance from the scattering point to the eye. The total light
reaching the eyes de�nes the color of the sky in the viewing direction.

When looking through the atmosphere at an object, and not only the sky,
there are more scattering to take into account. In addition to the light scattered
by air and aerosols, the light coming from the object must be added to the in-
scattering color (see �gure 2.15). This light is also attenuated on the way to the
eyes which gives

LaerialPerspective = Lobject ∗ e
−β

∫ S

0
ρ(s)ds + LreachingEyesTotal (2.5)

or more simpli�ed

LaerialPerspective = Lobject ∗ fextinction + Linscattering (2.6)

This equation is a formal description of the principle aerial perspective where,
Lobject represents the light leaving an object, fextinction the extinction factor
which is dependent on the optical depth between the object and the eye point,
Linscattering the inscattered light which is dependent on the angle between the
view vector and the sun and the optical depth. This function shows that the
e�ect scattering has on the perceived color of an object is one multiplicative
term, extinction, and one additive term, in-scattering.

The re�ected light of the object, Lobject, is of course also a function of the
sunlight at the top of the atmosphere and the distance it has to travel, i.e out-
scattering, and also the re�ective properties of the earth, i.e �the color of the
ground�.

Lobject = r(λ) ∗ cos(α) ∗ e
−β

∫ S

0
ρ(s)ds

(2.7)

where r(λ) is the di�use re�ectance of the earth and α is the angle between the
normal vector of the earth and the light vector.

Figure 2.15: Aerial perspective. The light from the object is attenuated at the same
time as light is added to the viewing ray due to scattering.
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2.4.2 Previous work

There has been quite a lot of work done in this �eld, however only a few deal with
atmospheric scattering seen from space as well as from within the atmosphere.

Nishita et al [15] presented a method to display the earth as seen from space,
including the surface of the sea taking into account Mie and Rayleigh scatter-
ing and scattering due to water molecules in the sea. The Nishita paper has
been the basis for further implementations by, for example, O'Neil who made
some improvements and simpli�cations [17]. Ho�man and Preetham imple-
mented real-time atmospheric e�ects from within the atmosphere for a viewer
on the ground [11]. Stokholm Nielsen based his work on Ho�man and Preetham
amongst others to implement atmospheric e�ects for a �ight simulator [14].

Below follows the approaches on atmospheric rendering that have been most
relevant to our implementation.

Nishita et al

Nishita et al [15] implemented a scattering model for views of the earth from
space with very convincing results. They present and explain the equations
behind the atmospheric scattering thoroughly but do not mention as much about
the implementation. As opposed to many other approaches they have chosen to
include multiple scattering, i.e. sky light, when considering the light re�ected
of the earth's surface. This makes equation (2.7) more complex resulting in the
following

Lobject = r(λ) ∗ cos(α) ∗ e
−β

∫ S

0
ρ(s)ds + Lsky(α)

Lsky is found by considering a hemisphere around the point on the surface,
calculating the intensity of each element on this hemisphere and projecting it
down onto the base of the hemisphere and then integrating the intensity of each
element by weighting its projected area. The radiance distribution of the sky is
determined by the angle α between the normal of the surface and the direction
of the sunlight. Because of this Lsky can be precalculated for a set of angles and
put in a lookup table. During run time Lsky for an arbitrary α can be obtained
by linear interpolation from the lookup table (see �gure 2.16).

Figure 2.16: Hemisphere for calculating the skylight. The right image show how sym-
metry reduces the angles for which Lsky needs to be precalculated to that of a half circle
(image from [15]).
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Nishita also introduced a lookup table for the optical depth. The optical
depth between the sun and an arbitrary point on the ray can easily be precal-
culated since the earth can be considered a sphere and sunlight parallel. To
minimize the errors due to the chosen sampling points, the distance between
the sample points is chosen so that it is small at low altitude and large at high
altitude. This agrees with the exponentially varying distribution of particles in
the atmosphere (see �gure 2.17). Even though Nishitas implementation gives

Figure 2.17: Spherical shells for calculating the optical depth (image from [15]).

pleasing results it is far to complex as a whole to run in real-time. Nor does it
deal with the issues involved when rendering atmospheric e�ects as seen from
within the atmosphere.

O'Neil

O'Neil has based most of his work on the scattering equations in Nishita's paper
and follows their approach to solve the integrals through trapezoidal integration,
i.e. solve the integrals by summing up values for sample points on the rays. The
main di�erence in his work is that he has achieved real-time rendering through
implementing the method on the GPU. This has been made possible through
some simpli�cations and through thorough analysis of the lookup tables for the
optical depth. The major simpli�cations include ignoring the multiple scattering
and the special scattering due to water molecules and clouds. His �rst article on
the subject [16] addresses the lookup table improvements and the special cases
involved for extending Nishita's approach for viewpoints inside the atmosphere.
He improves the lookup table so that it can be used for �nding out not only
the optical depth between the sun and the sample point but also between the
sample point and the viewpoint. He also addresses the problems involved when
using this lookup table when inside the atmosphere and proposes solutions to
work around them, involving doing several lookups. The method in this �rst
article was implemented on the CPU.

His second article [17] was implemented on the GPU. Limiting himself to
shader model 2.0 restrained him from using the the lookup tables in the vertex
shader. Doing all the scattering computations in the fragment shader where
the lookup table could be used was not an option due to the extra load this
would imply. Instead he analyzed the lookup table and found that it could be
approximated by a function. However, this function is tied to the scale height of
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the atmosphere and the ratio between the atmosphere thickness and the planet
radius. This means that changing any of these values requires a new function to
be calculated, which would be the case if an atmosphere was to be implemented
for another planet.

Since shader model 2.0 does not allow dynamic branching2 in the shaders
O'Neil proposed using di�erent shaders when the observer is outside the atmo-
sphere, and inside the atmosphere. In this way the shaders can be specialized
so that no unnecessary calculations are done and the proper shader is chosen
based on the current camera position.

To get a more realistic color distribution from the atmospheric calculation
O'Neil added High Dynamic Range rendering to his implementation. This pre-
vents the colors from being overly bright or dark, yeilding a more realistic result,
and is achieved through rendering the image to an intermediate pixel bu�er and
then scale the colors using an exponential curve based on the desired exposure.

Ho�man and Preetham

As opposed to the approaches mentioned above, Ho�man and Preetham [11]
have, through simpli�cations, evaluated the scattering integrals instead of solv-
ing them with the trapezoidal rule. They assume a constant density atmosphere
and low camera and target objects which result in reducing the optical depth to
merely the distance traveled by the ray. They also do some precalculations spe-
ci�c to the sun's position in the sky at the particular time of interest. With these
simpli�cations fextinction and Linscattering in equation (2.6) are approximated
with the following:

fextinction = e−(βR+βM )s (2.8)

Linscattering =
βRFR(θ) + βMFM (θ)

βR + βM
Esun(1− e−(βR+βM )s) (2.9)

where βM is the Mie coe�cient, βR is the Rayleigh coe�cient, s is the distance
between the object and the view point. Esun is precalculated and describes the
light arriving to the object after attenuation on the way through the atmosphere.
The precalculation of Esun is possible because Preetham and Ho�mans approach
is based on a world where the the y-axis is de�ning the up direction, i.e. the
curvature of the earth is ignored. Because of this all points have the same
directon to the sun as opposed to when the ground forms a sphere.

Stokholm Nielsen

Stokholm Nielsen has implemented atmospheric e�ects for a �ight simulator
[14]. He has based the implementation of the scattering equations on the ap-
proximations made by Ho�man and Preetham rather than doing a summation
of sample point values, like Nishita and O'Neil. Due to the nature of a �ight
simulator with its purpose being to simulate �ying at di�erent altitudes it is very
important to consider the optical depth, and not only the distance, as it highly
a�ects the visibility at di�erent altitudes. Because of this Stokholm Nielsen has

2Branching, like if-statements, are allowed, however, all code related to the branching is
executed at runtime and afterward the expression is evaluated to �nd out which result to use.
In this way an if-statement can be used to achieve a certain e�ect but not to prevent parts of
the code from being executed.
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has modi�ed equation (2.8) and (2.9) to contain the optical depth instead of
the distance resulting in the following equations

fextinction = e−(βRSR+βM SM )

Linscattering =
βRFR(θ) + βMFM (θ)

βR + βM
Esun(1− e−(βRSR+βM SM ))

Where SR and SM indicates the optical depth of the viewing ray resulting from
Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering respectively. These optical depths are
approximated as the average density over the viewing ray times the distance.
He proposes two methods to estimate the average density where the �rst is to
calculate the average altitude of the viewing path and then use the density at
the average altitude. The second method is to calculate the density at both
ends of the viewing path and use the average of these two values. Both methods
gives convincing results. βR and βM are di�ers with the weather conditions and
are computed as follows.

βR =
8π3(n2 − 1)2

3Nλ4
(2.10)

where n is the re�ective index of air, N the molecular density of the standard
atmosphere and λ is the wavelength of the light.

βM = 0.434cπ
4π2

λ2
K (2.11)

where K ≈ 0.67 and c = (0.6544T − 0.6510) ∗ 10−16, T being turbidity.

2.4.3 Used technique

We started out with the method of O'Neil as it was developed for a view from
space as well a from inside the atmosphere. Looking at the scattering equations
one see that the equation describing the color of the sky is a subset of those de-
scribing the color of the ground (see equation (2.4) and (2.5)), why the shaders
concerning the ground should be more complicated than the ones for the sky.
However it turned out that the ground shaders he had implemented were ac-
tually simpler than the sky shaders and did not follow the scattering equations
proposed. This was not anything that was made clear in his article, and so it
took us by surprise. It still yielded nice looking results seen from space but
introduced a yellow light contribution to the ground when viewing it from the
surface which we did not �nd acceptable. Implementing the scattering equation
correctly for the ground in the same manner as the sky would increase the num-
ber of operations in the shader enormously and with the shaders already being
on the verge of too big this was not really an option. This drawback led us to our
second approach where we followed the implementations of Preetham, Ho�man
and Stokholm Nielsen where the scattering equations were approximated by a
function instead of solved through summation. Some alterations had be made
for the approach to work with a spherical earth seen from space and these are
further explained in section 3.2.1.
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2.5 Shadows

Shadows play a very important role in how humans perceive their 3D environ-
ment. They help us to understand relative object size and position and give us
visual clues on complex occluders,the objects casting the shadows, and receivers,
the objects the shadows are cast onto (see �gure 2.18).

Figure 2.18: Shadows give us valuable clues on complex receivers (left image) and
occluders (middle image) and help us to understand relative object size and position
(right image) (pictures from [9]).

When implementing shadows in computer graphics the easiest way of doing
this often is to think of the shadow as a binary status; either a point is �in
shadow� or not. This would also be the case when the light source causing the
shadow is a point light because the light source is either visible or occluded from
any point in the scene. Shadows caused by point lights are called hard shadows.
In practice point lights do not exist and a point can therefore also have a partial
view of a light source. The result from a non-point light source is a soft shadow.
The region of the shadow caused by total occlusion of the light source is called
the umbra and the region caused by partial occlusion is called the penumbra
(�gure 2.19). The color of the penumbra is graduated from dark to light.

Figure 2.19: A graphic representation of the umbra and penumbra.

2.5.1 Eclipses

When considering shadows in the solar system we usually don't concentrate on
the look of shadow. This is because we are seldom at a position where viewing
the shadow is possible. Instead we concentrate on what we don't see when
shadowing occurs, i.e. the sun, and we call the phenomenon an eclipse. Solar
eclipses occur when the moon is blocking the light from the sun, i.e. when
the moon is between the sun and the earth. Because the sun is not a point
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light source, but has an extensive radius, the shadow of the moon cast on earth
consists of an umbra, total shadow, and a penumbra, part shadow. Figure 2.20
illustrates this. This is called a total eclipse as, when inside the umbra region,

Figure 2.20: A total eclipse. The umbra and penumbra of the moon shadow on earth.
Everything in the red region is in total shadow while the yellow region is only partly
shadowed. The image is not to scale, and this will be the case for all following images
showing this relationship.

the sun is totally occluded. When watching the eclipse from the penumbra
region one sees a partial eclipse. Due to the sizes of the di�erent bodies, and
changes in distance and position between them due to the ecliptic orbits, the
shadow can take on di�erent forms. When the moon is a little bit farther away
from earth an annular eclipse occurs (see �gure 2.21). In this case the sun is
never totally covered by the moon but instead the moon covers the center of
the sun and the sun appears as a ring.

Figure 2.21: An Annular eclipse. No umbra can be seen on earth as this region con-
verges before it reaches the surface of the earth.

Due to the tilt of the moons orbit, compared to that of earth, eclipses are
less common than they would be otherwise. However they are more frequent
than most people think. Between the years 1996 and 2020 there will be no
less than 18 total solar eclipses. The reason we think of this as an uncommon
phenomenon is that it each eclipse can only be viewed from very speci�c and
limited locations on earth. During an eclipse the moon's shadow sweeps across
the surface of the Earth, generally along a curved path. The zone covered by the
umbra is called the path of totality, and it is usually only a couple of hundred
kilometers wide.

When, on the other hand, the earth is between the sun and the moon, this
is a lunar eclipse. Due to the atmosphere of the earth, which refracts some light
into its shadow, the moon is still visible during a total lunar eclipse. The color
of this refracted light di�ers with atmospheric conditions but usually the moon
looks red during a lunar eclipse.
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2.5.2 Previous Work

There are many di�erent shadow algorithms all with their own advantages, dis-
advantages and purposes. Since the aim of the shadow visualization is to achieve
as realistic e�ect as possible the realistic real-time soft shadow algorithms have
been of most interest. Most of the soft shadowing algorithms are based on previ-
ous work done on hard shadows, which is why a brief introduction to the basics
of the relevant hard shadow algorithms will be given.

Hard Shadow Algorithms

The hard shadowing techniques most commonly used as a base for soft shadow-
ing techniques are shadow volumes and shadow maps.

Shadow volumes A shadow volume can be described as the 3D shape derived
from �nding the edge segments of an occluder from the viewing position of a
light source and extrude these. The shadow volume is then used to determine
whether a point in the scene is shadowed by checking if the point lays inside or
outside the volume (see �gure 2.22). Each object in the scene will generate one
shadow volume per light source.

Figure 2.22: A shadow volume.

The construction of a shadow volume starts by �nding the silhouette of an
occluder from the point-of-view of the light source. This is done by computing
the dot product between the face normals of the occluding object and the light
direction to those faces. If the dot product is positive the face is visible from
the light position, otherwise it is not. The edge segments forming the silhouette
are the segments sharing a visible polygon and an invisible polygon. The edge
segments found are then extruded in the light direction to produce the shadow
volume faces (see �gure 2.23).

Once the shadow volumes have been created all the points in the scene are
checked to see if they are in shadow or not. This is done by calculating the
number of times the ray connecting the eye to the point intersects the shadow
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Figure 2.23: An edge segment (left image) and an extruded edge segment forming a
face of the shadow volume (right image).

volume. If it is an uneven number the point is in shadow, otherwise it is lit (see
�gure 2.24).

Figure 2.24: Controling if a point is in shadow or not.

The method was �rst introduced by Frank Crow [7], and has been improved
numerous times since. Tim Heidmann [10] showed a very e�ective way of using
stencil bu�ers to perform the shadow volume count to determine whether a point
is shadowed or not. This is done by �rst rendering the scene with the light turned
o� to leave the colors in the color bu�er as if the whole scene is in shadow and
to �ll the depth bu�er with depth values. The color and depth bu�ers are then
turned o�. All the shadow volume faces with normals pointing toward the eye
are rendered, incrementing the stencil bu�er for each point passing the depth
test. Then the same procedure for the faces facing away from the eye is done,
but the stencil bu�er is decremented instead of incremented. This leaves the
stencil bu�er with zero values at the points that does not lie in shadow. The
color and depth bu�er writing is turned back on and the scene is rendered again
with the lights on, writing only where the stencil bu�er is zero. This means that
the points in shadow will keep the color from the initial rendering whereas all
the other points will be overwritten with new lighted colors. The algorithm is
called the z-pass algorithm.

The drawback of Heidmann's approach is that it only works as long as the
camera is not inside a shadow volume. The reason is that the �entering side�
of the shadow volume is behind the camera and thus clipped leaving the stencil
bu�er values incorrect. The solution to this is to do a reverse z-pass algorithm by
�rst rendering the back faces and incrementing the stencil bu�er for the points
that fails the depth test, and then render the front faces whilst decrementing
the stencil bu�er for each point that fails the depth test. This algorithm is
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called the z-fail algorithm.

• Advantages:

� It works for omnidirectional light sources.

� It supports self-shadowing.

� It renders with pixel precision.

• Disadvantages:

� A lot of shadow volumes have to be rendered which requires a high
�ll rate from the graphics card.

Shadow maps Shadow mapping is an image based approach of rendering
shadows developed by Lance Williams [25]. It is a popular shadow rendering
technique used by, for example, Pixar's renderman and in the movie Toy Story.
The traditional shadow map technique builds on creating a so-called shadow
map as information for shadow calculations.

The algorithm starts by rendering the depth bu�er as seen from the light
source. The values ending up in the depth bu�er are the distances from the
light source to the points closest to the light source. The depth bu�er is the
shadow map. The scene is rendered again but this time from the point-of-view
of the eye. The XYZ values of the points are determined relative to the light
source. The distances from the points to the light source and the distances in
the shadow map are then compared (see �gure 2.25). If the two distances for a
point are about the same the point is not in shadow.

Figure 2.25: The distance from a point to the light source and the distance stored in
the shadow map are compared to determine if the point is shadowed or not.

• Advantages:

� Since shadow mapping is an image space technique no knowledge of
the geometries in the scene is needed.

� Does not have the high �ll rate problems that the shadow volume
algorithm su�ers from.

• Disadvantages:

� Aliasing artifacts near shadow silhouettes.

� Precision errors.
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Soft Shadow Algorithms

Soft shadows are caused by area and volume light sources as opposed to hard
shadows that are caused by point light sources. There are numerous ways of
simulating the way area and volume light sources cast shadows. Hasenfratz et
al [9] have analyzed and evaluated the algorithms for soft shadowing in a state
of the art report written in 2003. They cover work considered as interactive or
real-time, where they regard interactive as fast enough to interact with and real-
time as faster than 10 fps. There are four real-time approaches in this paper,
two based on shadow maps and the other two based on shadow volumes. From
what we could understand from this paper the two shadow map based techniques
would be too slow for the what we wanted to achieve and we therefore looked
more into the two shadow volume based methods, smoothies and penumbra
wedges.

Smoothies This approach actually uses techniques found both in the shadow
map method and the shadow volume method and and was presented by Chan
[6]. Everything is done using graphics hardware. The edge segments forming
the silhouette of an occluder are found like in the shadow volume approach.
Planar surfaces called smoothies are then connected to these. The smoothies
are perpendicular to the surface of the occluder (see �gure 2.26). A depth map

Figure 2.26: A smoothie (image from [6]).

for both the smoothies and the occluder are rendered and together with an
alpha bu�er for the smoothies containing the gradual variation of light in the
penumbra a soft shadow can be computed (see �gure 2.27). This approach does

Figure 2.27: Depth maps rendered for the occluder and the smoothies allows for ren-
dering of fake shadows (images from [6]).

not generate geometrically correct shadows and will always produce an umbra
even in cases where there should not be one, like in the case of a very large light
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source compared to the occluder. However it gives a good approximation to a
real shadow and thanks to the smoothies the aliasing e�ects that shadow map
methods often su�ers from are hidden. This approach achieves a frame rate of
about 20 frames per second [6].

Penumbra wedges Akenine-Möller and Assarsson [1][4][5] developed this
technique which starts by �nding the edge segments forming the silhouette of
an occluder, like in the shadow volume method. However, in this approach the
edge segments are not only used in order to �nd the shadow volume of an oc-
cluder, but also to �nd the geometries of the so called penumbra wedges that
are geometries describing the penumbra volume of a shadow (see �gure 2.28).
The penumbra wedges are then rendered using normal stencil shadow opera-
tions to create a mask that separates penumbra from non-penumbra. After
that the shadow volume too is rendered into the stencil bu�er that has been set
to keep the values from the previous pass whilst allowing for more renderings.
This leaves a mask containing information on how the points in the scene are
shadowed.

When implemented on graphics hardware it has a frame rate of 150 frames
per second for simple scenes and around 50 frames per second for a moderately
complex scene [6].

Figure 2.28: A shadow volume (left �gure) and a silhouette wedge (right �gure)(concept
of �gure from [12]).

2.5.3 Used technique

When we started the modeling of the shadows the two most important issues
were speed and realism. Speed was important since the shadow rendering had
to work together with the previous work done in UniView which sometimes
does not give a lot of rendering time for extra features. Realism was important
since the aim of the shadow model was to visualize a real phenomena. Also,
when implementing the shadows one feature desired was to be able to set the
penumbra region of the shadow to one single color instead of the gradient color
from light to dark that it normally has. This in order to be able to show the
umbra and penumbra regions without having them melt together and also to be
able to see the full extent of the penumbra. We could not �nd any shadow models
that could totally ful�ll these criteria and therefore we and Martin Rasmusson
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at SCISS came up with a shadow technique very specialized for the conditions
for shadows in UniView. We only take into account shadows cast by spherical
objects, which most bodies are, and we only take one light source into account,
namely the sun. This will be described in more detail in chapter 3.3.
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Chapter 3

Implementation

3.1 Glare E�ect

The glare e�ect is currently implemented for the sun but could easily be applied
to other stars in the universe if required.

It is based on several textures (see �gure 3.1), representing streaks, halos
and bloom, which are used as alpha maps and additively blended together. The
textures are used with billboards which are rendered at the position of the sun.

Figure 3.1: Textures used for the glare e�ect. The two left ones are bloom, the middle
one halo and the two right ones are streaks.

3.1.1 Occlusion Query

Two occlusion queries are performed each frame to �nd out the size, in pixels,
of the unoccluded sun as well as the occluded part. When the results of these
queries have been retrieved, a ratio is calculated on which the size of the glare
e�ect is based. The following steps are involved in the query process and are
executed each frame:

1. Get query results from last frame

(a) Check if the query results are available

• If available - get results

• If not available yet - use results from last frame and skip step 3

2. Draw glare

(a) Calculate the percentage of visible sun from the results

(b) Draw glare e�ects based on the visible percentage
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3. Issue query

(a) Set color mask and depth mask to false to disable drawing to the
render bu�er

(b) Query unoccluded sun

i. Issue Query

ii. Disable depth test

iii. Draw sun sized sphere

iv. End query

(c) Query occluded sun

i. Issue Query

ii. Enable depth test

iii. Draw sun sized sphere

iv. End query

(d) Set color mask and depth mask to true

Since the geometry rendered during the queries is not visible in the end
result the sun can be rendered as a low polygon sphere. We currently use 10
slices and 10 stacks which is enough to get a good estimation of the visibility
while the low polygon count ensures fast rendering.

To ensure that the sun glare doesn't look too static it is also animated. The
di�erent parts of the glare are expanding and decreasing in size as well as fading
in and out at di�erent rates to get a more lively e�ect.

3.1.2 What Parts are Visible?

The most straightforward approach to draw the glare e�ect is to draw it at the
position of the sun, i.e. in the middle of the sun. This works �ne in most cases
but produces visual errors when the center of the sun is occluded. See the left
image in �gure 3.2 for an illustration of this. Notice how the glare seems to
emerge from the planet instead of the visible part of the sun.

Figure 3.2: The sun partially occluded by Mercury. The left image shows the glare
e�ect drawn in the center of the sun. In the image to the right the position of the glare
billboard is translated slightly o� center.

To get around this problem the position of the billboard is slightly translated.
The right image in �gure 3.2 shows a more correct rendering. The glare has
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been translated to emerge from the part of the sun which is still visible. The
direction of this translation is de�ned by the vector between the sun and the
occluding object projected into screen space.

Since the occlusion detection is performed using occlusion queries, the only
information available about the occlusion is how much of the sun is visible.
There is no information concerning which object is the occluding object. How-
ever, most objects in the solar system are approximately spherical with a known
radius and position and these objects can consequently easily be tested against
the sun position and camera position to determine if they are the occluding
object. Hence, the objects that could cause a visual artifact, the planets and
moons are tested and when an occluding object is found the vector between this
object and the sun is used to retrieve the translation vector.

3.1.3 Render Order

As the glare e�ect is perceived as being in front of everything else in a scene the
glare billboard must be rendered last. The same goes for the occlusion query;
all potential occluders must have been rendered when the query is performed
to achieve a correct result.

There is currently no easy way to control the render order in UniView. The
solution to this has been to introduce render bins. All objects are assigned a
special render bin and the draw function, which traverses all objects, is called
as many times as there are di�erent render bins, rendering only the objects of
the current render bin each time. This means that the object tree has to be
traversed several times, however this is not a big performance loss as the objects
belonging to another render bin than the current one are pruned at an early
stage. This approach also makes it easy to choose which objects are viewed
as potential occluders and not. The objects not seen as occluders are simply
rendered after the occlusion query and thus will not a�ect the query. At the
moment there are two types of objects that are not seen as occluders. The �rst
one is the atmosphere, as this does not represent a solid object. We want to
be able to see the glare e�ect when standing on the surface of a planet with an
atmosphere. The second non-occluding object is the planet trajectories. Since
these are not real objects but merely a representation of a the planets movements
they should not a�ect the query. The render bins are currently drawn in the
following order.

1. RenderBinNormal and RenderBinGlareQuery

2. RenderBinOuterAtmo and RenderBinTrajectory

3. RenderBinGlareDraw

The �rst time draw is called all the normal objects, i.e. objects which are
seen as occluders, are drawn. Right after this the query is issued. Under the
second iteration the atmosphere layers and the trajectories, which are not seen
as occluders, are drawn. Last of all, the glare billboards are rendered without
depth test to appear on top of it all.

If a new object is developed all that has to be done is to decide if it should
act as an occluder or not and assign it to the appropriate render bin.
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3.2 Atmospheric E�ects

The atmosphere layer, or the sky dome, is modeled as a sphere around the earth.
The front faces of this sphere are reversed so that the inside of this sphere is
rendered (see �gure 3.3). This atmosphere layer provides the e�ect of the hazy
atmosphere seen as a ring around the earth and also the look of the sky as the
observer is inside this sphere. To achieve the look of the surface of the earth due
to the atmosphere, the atmospheric contribution is added to the �nal rendering
of the earth sphere, together with the texture representing the ground map.

Figure 3.3: The half sphere in the left image is the atmosphere. As the inside of it is
shaded the part closest to the observer is culled. The right image shows the look of the
same atmosphere from the view point

3.2.1 Implementation of the Scattering Equations

The scattering equations are implemented on the GPU and are based mostly
on the work by Ho�man, Preetham and Stokholm Nielsen.

The output from the shaders de�ning the �nal color of the sky and ground
is calculated as follows

skyColor = Linscattering (3.1)

groundColor = r(λ) ∗ Esun ∗ fextinction + Linscattering (3.2)

where r(λ) is the color of the earth texture. Linscattering and fextinction are based
on the approach of Stokholm Nielsen taking into account the optical depth of
the viewing ray.

To simplify the calculations we have chosen to think of aerosols and air
molecules to have the same scale height, H0. In reality the aerosols are more
concentrated close to the surface of the earth than air molecules and thus has
a lower scale height. Estimating the optical depth, but not separately for Mie
and Rayleigh, gives us a more accurate result than using the distance only as
in Ho�man and Preetham's approach, but not as correct as Stokholm Nielsen's
work. In our application the optical depth estimation becomes somewhat more
complicated due to the fact that one can see the earth from within the atmo-
sphere as well as from space. Because of this, estimating the optical depth for
one scale height only is a good way to cut back without losing too much of the
visual end result. These assumptions give us the following equations to compute
in the vertex shaders

fextinction = e−(βR+βM )S

Linscattering =
βRFR(θ) + βMFM (θ)

βR + βM
Esun(1− fextinction)
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Where S is the approximated optical depth of the viewing path and FR(θ) and
FM (θ) are the phase functions de�ned by equation (2.2) and (2.3) respectively.
βR and βM are de�ned by equation (2.10) and (2.11). Esun is the sunlight after
attenuation due to travelling through the atmosphere.

Stokholm precalculated the irradiance1 of the sun, Esun, reaching the vertex
position after having been attenuated on the way through the atmosphere, and
passed this value to the shader as a constant parameter. This was possible
since the ground was not represented by a sphere in his application, but by a
surface with the up direction always de�ned by the y-vector. With the ground
represented like this all vertices in the scene can be seen as having the same
angle to the sun. This is not the case in UniView where the curvature of the
earth can not be left out since Earth can be viewed from space. The vertices
of the planet all have di�erent angles to the sun which de�ne the amount of
sun light reaching them through the atmosphere. Finding the accurate Esun

would involve calculating it in the shader, according to equation (2.7), taking
into account the optical depth of the path from the sun to the vertex point. This
would be far too time-consuming and some approximations had to be made. As
a solution to this we have proposed a function based on the angle α, between
the vertex normal and the sun vector, approximating the light arriving to the
vertex.

Esun(λ, vertextype) =
1√

1 +
(

α
k1(λ,vertextype)

)k2(vertextype)

Where vertextype is sky or ground and lambda the wave lengths of red, green
and blue light. These functions are plotted below for the current constants used
in the application.

Figure 3.4: The top plot shows the r,g and b distribution of the light reaching the sky
vertices depending on the angle to the sun. The lower plot shows the same but adjusted
for the ground to give a bluer transition from night to day time.

1Irradiance is the amount of electromagnetic energy incident on a surface per unit time
per unit area.
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This function is by no means physically correct but mimics the behavior
of light to a satisfactory extent at the same time as allowing us to adjust the
constants to achieve the desired result. Because it is less computationally heavy
than equation (2.7) this function can be carried out in the vertex shader. If the
same function was used for the sky and the ground, the transition from night
to day viewed from space would be orange. This is not what it looks like in
reality, the transition is more di�erent shades of blue as can be seen in �gure
2.10. Adjusting the ground function to mimic this behavior and leaving the
sky function with the orange transition, to get nice sunsets, gives a good visual
result.

The optical depth of the viewing ray is approximated by the the average
density ratio, ρ, of the ray times the length of the ray. Stokholm Nielsen cal-
culated the average density ratio from the density ratios of the viewpoint and
the vertex point. When considering a viewpoint in space, as opposed to in the
atmosphere, the density ratio of the viewpoint is not relevant and instead the
density ratio of the point de�ned as the intersection of the viewing ray and the
atmosphere is calculated. Looking at �gure 3.5 one can see that using only the

Figure 3.5: Estimating optical depth.

vertex point and the intersection point, i.e. the red points, to �nd the average
density ratio will not yield satisfying results. The two di�erent rays will have
the same average density ratio even though one of them goes through a section
of the atmosphere that is far more dense. To get more accurate result the aver-
age density is calculated from three sample points instead. Choosing the point
in the middle of the viewing ray includes the variation in density between the
two rays. Thus the approximated optical depth of the viewing ray is calculated
like this

S =
ρ(vertex) + ρ(middle) + ρ(viewpoint)

3
∗ lengthviewingray

where ρ(h) is de�ned by equation (2.1)
Depending on the camera position and the object to be shaded, i.e. the sky or

the ground, these calculations becomes more or less complicated. The di�erence
in line of action to �nd the approximated optical depth S is the reason we have
chosen to implement several shaders to be used under di�erent circumstances.
The shaders used are listed below

• skyFromAtmosphereVert and skyFromAtmosphereFrag

• groundFromAtmosphereVert and groundFromAtmosphereFrag
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• skyFromSpaceVert and skyFromSpaceFrag

• groundFromSpaceVert and groundFromSpaceFrag

These all follow the scheme shadedobjectFromviewpoint and for each frame the
appropriate one according to the current camera position is used to shade the
sky sphere as well as the ground of the earth. The sky shaders all implement
equation (3.1) while the ground shaders implement equation (3.2). The main
di�erence between the four shaders is, as stated, the optical depth approxima-
tions, while the rest of the calculations, in all shaders, are carried out as has
been explained above.

SkyFromAtmosphere

Finding the optical depth S for the sky seen from within the atmosphere is
pretty straight forward. The density ratio ρ at the vertex is the density ratio at
the top of the atmosphere which can be precalculated and passed to the shader
as a constant. The density ratio of the view point is calculated from the camera
altitude and the scale depth H0. To calculate ρ at the point laying between the
view position and the vertex, the �rst step is to �nd that point. Knowing the
position of the camera and the vertex the vector between these can be found,
and consequently the middle point is located half way from the camera to the
vertex on this vector (see �gure 3.6). The following snippet of code from the
shader further explain the course of action.

float3 middleVec = cameraPos +(camToVertVecLength/2)*camToVertVecNorm;

float rhoMiddle = exp(-(length(middleVec) - planetRadius) /scaleDepth);

float rhoVertex = rhoAtmoEdge;

float rhoCamera = exp(-(cameraHeight - planetRadius) /scaleDepth);

float averageRho = (rhoMiddle + rhoCamera +rhoVertex)/3;

float opticalDepth = camToVertVecLength*averageRho;

Figure 3.6: SkyFromAtmosphere and GroundfromAtmosphere

GroundFromAtmosphere

When considering the ground as seen from within the atmosphere the approach
is almost exactly as above (see �gure 3.6). The di�erence is the density ratio
at the vertex which now represents the ground, i.e. the surface of the earth.
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When the shaders are applied all vertices on earth are considered to be on the
sphere with the radius of the earth (the reason for this is explained in section
3.2.2). Because of this the density ratio at the vertex is always the density ratio
at altitude 0, i.e. e0 = 1.

float3 middlePoint = cameraPos +(camToVertVecLength/2)*camToVertVecNorm;

float rhoMiddle = exp(-(length(middlePoint) - planetRadius) /scaleDepth);

float rhoVertex = 1.0;

float rhoCamera = exp(-(cameraHeight - planetRadius) /scaleDepth);

float averageRho = (rhoMiddle + rhoVertex + rhoCamera)/3;

float opticalDepth = camToVertVecLength*averageRho;

SkyFromSpace

When viewing the atmosphere from space the calculations to �nd the mid-
dle point becomes somewhat more complicated. The distance the ray travels
through the atmosphere is no longer the distance from the camera to the vertex
but the distance between the two red dots in �gure 3.7, i.e. the viewing ray in-
tersection with the atmosphere and the vertex. The middle point and the travel
distance can be retrieved by projecting the camera position onto the viewing
ray.

Figure 3.7: SkyFromSpace

float tempDist = dot(cameraPos, -camToVertVecNorm);

float travelDist = 2*(camToVertVecLength-tempDist);

float3 middleVec = cameraPos + tempDist*camToVertVecNorm;

float rhoMiddle = exp(-(length(middleVec)-planetRadius) /scaleDepth);

float rhoVertex = rhoAtmoEdge;

float rhoCamera = rhoAtmoEdge;

float averageRho = (rhoMiddle + rhoVertex + rhoCamera)/3;

float opticalDepth = travelDist*averageRho;

GroundFromSpace

As in the implementation for skyFromSpace, the distance between the camera
and the vertex can not be used as the distance in the optical depth estimation.
Finding the travel distance and the middle point in this case involves the inter-
section of the viewing ray with the two spheres representing the earth and the
atmosphere. Figure 3.8 visualizes the �rst section of the code, determining the
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travel distance and the middle point, done in the shader. The inner and outer
distance can be found using the Pythagorean theorem with the distance A and
the radius of the planet, planetRadius, and the atmosphere, atmoRadius. A is
the camera vector projected onto a vector perpendicular to the viewing vector.

Figure 3.8: GroundFromSpace

float projDist = dot(cameraPos, camToVertVecNorm);

float A = length(cameraPos - camToVertVecNorm * projDist) ;

float outer = sqrt(atmoRadius2 - A*A); %atmoRadius2 = atmoRadius^2

float inner = sqrt(planetRadius2 - A*A); %planetRadius2 = planetRadius^2

float travelDist = outer - inner;

float3 middlePoint = cameraPos + travelDist/2 * camToVertVecNorm;

float rhoMiddle = exp( -(length(middlePoint)-innerRadius)/scaleDepth);

float rhoVertex = 1.0;

float rhoCamera = rhoAtmoEdge;

float averageRho = (rhoMiddle + rhoVertex + rhoCamera)/3;

float opticalDepth = travelDist*averageRho;

3.2.2 Intermediate Render Target

When rendering atmospheric e�ects the most natural procedure is to do the
atmospheric shading directly onto the atmosphere objects, i.e. the earth and the
sky dome around it. However, we have taken a slightly di�erent approach. We
have chosen to render the atmospheric e�ects into intermediate textures which
are then mapped onto the earth and the sky dome.The reason for rendering
the atmosphere in this way is that it opens up the possibility to control the
number of vertices to be shaded by the quite heavy atmosphere vertex shaders,
independent of the vertex count for the earth. For example, instead of shading
the highly detailed earth that has more than 200.000 vertices in the worst case,
we now do the shading operations on about 80.000 vertices. This number can be
decreased even further to speed up the calculations depending on the hardware
used2. Another reason for choosing this approach was that we wanted the
atmosphere to be compatible with as many systems as possible. Depending on
the shader pro�le supported by the graphics card, there is a limit to how many
constant registers are available, i.e how many parameters can be passed to the

2Decreasing the vertex count will of course compromise the quality of the end result,
however it does give the user the choice to use a lower quality atmosphere rendering rather
than none, if the hardware is not of the highest performance.
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shaders. We were worried that, in addition to the parameters already passed to
the earth shader this limit would be exceeded.

Rendering to Textures

The steps involved in rendering the atmospheric e�ects to a texture are com-
prised by the following:

1. Draw a quad in the view plane

2. Compute spherical coordinates for the vertex positions

3. Apply atmosphere shaders

4. Render result to an o�-screen bu�er

5. Use result as a texture

The screen-aligned quad can be rendered to cover the whole screen or only part
of it. This alters the fragment count and consequently the �nal resolution of
the generated texture. To be able to perform the atmospheric shading on the
quad, the vertices, now describing a plane, must be transformed into spherical
coordinates. This transformation is performed according to the radius of the
planet or sky sphere in question(see �gure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Transforming the vertex positions of the quad to spherical coordinates.

This step is carried out �rst of all in the atmosphere shaders so that the rest
of the calculations can be based on the transformed vertex positions instead.
This means that the atmosphere calculations are not performed on the actual
geometry which, for the earth's surface for example, is covered with mountains
but on a smooth sphere. The rest of the calculations in the atmosphere shaders
are performed as described in the previous section. Instead of rendering the
output from the shaders to the screen, the result is sent to an o�-screen bu�er.
We have chosen to use the OpenGL extension Framebu�er Object (FBO) which
allow a texture to be set as the render target.

The output from the sky shaders is a color describing the in-scattering at
each fragment, and the output from the ground shaders is two di�erent colors;
one describing the in-scattering and the other describing the extinction. The
extinction color is to be multiplied with the original color of the ground, whereas
the in-scattering color is to be added. This is analogous with the way scattering
works - extinction is the phenomenon that removes light from a beam and in-
scattering is the phenomenon that adds light to a beam (see equation 2.6).
Because of the multiplicative and additive nature of these colors, two textures
have to be created for the ground, but only one for the sky. These textures,
hereafter called e�ect textures, are then mapped onto the atmosphere objects
by texture lookups in the object's fragments shader.
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Two Outputs From a Shader

To output the two di�erent colors generated in the ground shader into separate
textures we have used something called Multiple Render Targets (MRT's). This
is a feature which enables several render bu�ers, in this case FBO textures, to
be active at the same time. This way the fragment shader can be used to set
the color values in both textures at the same time, without having to do several
render passes.

We have had some problems getting the MRT's to work properly for ATI
graphics cards, resulting in the same color ending up in both textures. We have
not been able to �nd the reason for this but have implemented a temporary
solution to get around the issue. The solution involves dividing up the shader
�les, used for rendering the atmospheric e�ects for the ground, into two new
�les; one outputting the color derived from in-scattering and one for outputting
the color based on extinction. The di�erent shaders and textures are then
alternately used and updated every other frame.

Taking Advantage of Frame Coherence

The problem with the ATI cards and the temporary solution led us to new
ideas concerning the e�ect textures. Since the result of the scattering equations
is saved to a texture, and not just sent to the screen, the result can be saved
and used again over the next few frames. This means that as long as the camera
or the simulated time does not move too fast one does not have to perform the
full scattering calculations every frame. This feature is currently implemented
so that one can choose to update only half of the texture at each frame, cutting
the computation time for atmospheric e�ects into half. Using two textures
and updating them alternately enssures there is always one texture which is
completely updated and ready to be mapped onto the object. Figure 3.10
illustrates this.

Figure 3.10: The �ow used for updating parts of the atmosphere textures.

Visual Horizon

If the textures are produced to cover the whole planet or sky dome the resolution
will be very low when the observer is close to the surfaces. To increase this
resolution the textures are produced containing only the visible parts of the
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planet and sky dome. To �nd out exactly what longitudes and latitudes are
visible in a certain frame is quite di�cult. To approximate this area we evaluate
the visual horizon, de�ning how much of a sphere can be seen at a certain
distance from it (see �gure 3.11). The visual horizon gives a good estimate of
the visible latitudes and longitudes when the center of the area is close to the
equator as can be seen in �gure 3.12 a. However, when one of the poles are visible
this area is stretched out over all latitudes θ (see �gure 3.12 b) expanding the
area to be covered by the texture considerably. Nevertheless this does improve
the resolution compared to generating a texture to cover the whole surface at
all times.

Figure 3.11: When close to a large sphere it is impossible to see more than a small
portion of the sphere. The visible areas are marked in red.

Figure 3.12: Even though the visual horizon area is contained in a circle when marked
out on a sphere, the size of the visible area in the texture varies with the center point
of the area. The yellow areas are what needs to be contained in the texture, to ensure
that it covers all visible areas of the earth.

3.2.3 Blending

As UniView is used by planetariums it is very important that the atmosphere
does not interfere with the viewing of the night sky and the stars. When on the
ground the stars should not be visible during daytime, but certainly at night.
When moving up through the atmosphere one should see more and more of the
stars even during daytime. Looking at the rim of the atmosphere from space it
should look sort of like a haze around the planet, where other planets and stars
should be visible through the outermost thin layer of atmosphere. Taking all
these requirements into account we have based the blending of the atmosphere
on the color of the atmosphere as well as the camera position, or to be more
exact the altitude of the observer. The alpha channel of the atmosphere layer
is computed in the fragment shader as follows

float maxcol = max(max(OUT.col.r, OUT.col.g),OUT.col.b);

OUT.col.a = maxcol*20*heightFactor;
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where the heightFactor is 1 when the camera is at the surface of the planet and
0 if at the top of the atmosphere or even further out. heightFactor is computed
on the CPU and passed to the shader as a constant. maxcol ∗ 20 ensures that
the alpha channel is 1 at daytime, dusk and dawn, and 0 at nighttime, varying
seamlessly in between.

To achieve the wanted result a blend function has to be chosen to treat these
alpha values right. The blend function used when drawing the atmosphere is

glBlendFunc(GL_ONE, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA)

where the �rst argument de�nes how much of the source color, i.e. the atmo-
sphere color, to use and the second argument de�nes how much of the destination
color, i.e. the background containing the stars, to use in the blending of the two.
This means that when viewing the atmosphere from space the alpha channel
of the atmosphere is 0 which results in all the color of the atmosphere and all
the color of the background being blended additively. Viewing the atmosphere
from the ground at daytime, all of the color from the atmosphere and none of
the color from the background is blended. At night all of the atmosphere color,
which is black, and all of the background color is blended producing a sky with
visible stars. The transition between all of these stages is handled by the in-
creasing and decreasing maxcol and heightFactor. In this way the blending is
always correct for whatever position the camera is situated at.

3.2.4 Clouds

The clouds covering the earth in UniView consist of a texture added to the
surface of the earth. To be able to see the ground when getting close to the
surface the clouds are faded out as a function of the camera altitude. Clouds
have not been accounted for in the scattering equations and when standing on
the surface of the earth looking at the sky it was totally cloud free. Adding
clouds to the atmosphere gives a more visually convincing appearance of the
sky, even if they are not shaded according to the scattering. Because of this
we have added a sphere, textured with clouds on the inside, lying between the
earth and the atmosphere layer. This texture fades in as the the clouds on the
ground fades out, resulting in the feeling of going through the clouds. To avoid
the clouds obscuring the night sky, the visibility of this layer is computed as
the dot product of the normals and the sun direction. When the cloud sphere
is additively blended with the background the result is a view of white clouds
on the blue sky.

3.2.5 Arbitrary Atmospheres

An atmosphere can be applied to any planet as long as the scale height, the
height of the atmosphere and the radius of the planet is known. Also, new values
for the Mie and Rayleigh scattering constants, βM and βR, have to be derived
from the particles present in the atmosphere. However, for some planets this
information is not enough to simulate a real-looking atmosphere, for example
for Mars. Mars has an atmosphere with a density of about 1 percent of the
Earth's atmosphere and 95 percent of it consists of carbon dioxide, which is
a Rayleigh scattering type of particle. This indicates that the atmosphere of
Mars would look blue and thin, and this is also what scientists assumed until
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pictures of Mars were taken. They showed that sometimes the atmosphere of
Mars looks thick and yellowish-pink due to a lot of reddish dust particles in the
air, tossed up by massive dust storms. Our model describing Mie scattering,
which is the type of scattering dust causes, only takes into account scattering
caused by �colorless� particles. To be able to visualize scattering caused by
colored particles like the reddish dust particles of mars, Esun is multiplied by
an rgb value describing the color of the particles.

3.3 Shadows

The shadow algorithm we have implemented is based on the fact that the plan-
ets and moons are spherical objects. This makes it possible to calculate the
extension of the shadow using algebra. Finding out if a shadow is present, and
if so, �nding the parameters that de�nes it, is done on the CPU. The rendering
of the shadow is implemented on the GPU in a vertex and fragment shader.

3.3.1 Shadow Parameters

Since the sunlight can not be seen as parallel when considering the distances
involved, the sun, moon and earth do not have to line up for a shadow to appear.
In �gure 3.13 we can see an example of an occasion when the penumbra would
be visible on earth, but not he umbra, i.e. a partial solar eclipse. This �gure
together with �gure 3.14 illustrates how to �nd out if the earth is shadowed by
the moon3.

Figure 3.13: Even though the sun, moon and earth do not line up perfectly the moon
will cast a shadow on earth.

The dotted line in �gure 3.14 represents a plane, π , going through the center
of the earth perpendicular to the direction between the moon and the sun,

→
sm.

In �gure 3.14 rp,π is the radius of the penumbra at π and d is the length of
→
em

projected onto the plane π. If the di�erence between d and rp,π is less than the
radius of the earth then a shadow is visible.

If (d− rp,π) < er → moon is shadowing earth

The distance, d, is de�ned using the projection formula.

3The calculations discussed in this section will be constrained to describing the case when
the moon is shadowing earth, however the assumptions are of course applicable to all spherical
objects shadowing each other.
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Figure 3.14: Detail of �gure 3.13 showing how to �nd out if the shadow cast from the
moon hits the earth.

→
emproj=

→
em ·sm
|sm|2

sm

d = | →em − →
emproj |

The penumbra radius, rp,π, at the plane π is dependent on the radius of the
sun and moon and the distance between them. We start by de�ning the length
between the moon and the umbra and penumbra nodes shown in �gure 3.15.
From image b) and c) we see that xu and xp can be found through comparing
the triangles involved.

rm

xu
=

rs

| →sm |+ xu

rm

xp
=

rs

| →sm | − xp

solving for xu and xp gives us:

xu =
rm|

→
sm |

rs − rm

xp =
rm|

→
sm |

rs + rm

Continuing with the same reasoning rp,π is de�ned as follow:

rm

xp
=

rp

| →
emproj |+ xp

rp,π =
rm(| →

emproj |+ xp)
xp

If the shadow cast by the moon is in fact hitting earth we do the rest of the
computations in the shader. Knowing the umbra and penumbra node lengths,
every fragment of the earth's surface can be shaded properly.

For each position on earth the fragment is tested against the umbra and
penumbra radius of the proper distance from the moon, to decide the color
output. The procedure is much like the above equations. From the position of
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of umbra and penumbra nodes.

the fragment, p, and the position of the moon,
→
pm is de�ned and projected onto

the sun vector. d can now be de�ned as the length of the projection of
→
mp onto

plane πp. See �gure 3.16.

pmproj =
→
pm · →

smnorm

→
pmproj= pmproj

→
smnorm

d =
→
pm − →

pmproj

Figure 3.16: Finding the distance d projected onto the plane πp

.

The distance, d is then compared to the umbra and penumbra radius at
plane πp. The calculations for these are the same as above with the exception
that the fragment position is used instead of the earth position.

rp,πp
=

rm(| →
pmproj |+ xp)

xp
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ru,πu
=

rm(| →
pmproj |+ xu)

xu

If d < rp,πp → the fragment is in the penumbra, i.e. half shadow

If d < ru,πu → the fragment is in the umbra, i.e. total shadow

3.3.2 Visual Appearance of Shadows

Uniview is a very versatile program aimed at users ranging from schoolchildren
to astronomical scientists. In order to make the experience as rewarding as
possible for all kinds of users it is therefore desirable to implement solutions
that are capable of changing the way a phenomenon is represented on the screen.
Sometimes the representation is preferred to be as close to reality as possible
but in order to be able to explain a phenomenon in an easy way it might be
better to use a more schematic and non-realistic representation.

The advantage of our shadow implementation is the fact that we have total
control over the visual end result. We can choose to show a soft shadow where
the penumbra gradually becomes lighter and lighter toward the edge. This is
what the moons shadow would look like if it was seen from space. We could
also show the shadow in a stylized way, showing the umbra and penumbra as
uniformly shaded areas. In this way the shape of the shadow becomes much
more apparent and makes it easier to understand the physics behind it.

Comparing the fragment to the umbra and penumbra radius not only tells
us if the fragment is in shadow or not but also how close to the edge of that
shadow the fragment is. This enables us to choose the gradient of the shadow
freely. Currently the softness of the umbra is described using a Butterworth
function while the penumbra gradient is controlled using a linear function. The
Butterworth function is de�ned by a cut-o� frequency, which in this case is the
umbra radius, and an order, n. The behavior when changing n can be seen in
�gure 3.17, the higher n, the steeper the curve gets, i.e the sharper the transition
to the penumbra.

Figure 3.17: Butterworth function.

In this way the look of the shadow can be altered during runtime simply by
changing the function variables passed to the shader. If an illustrative look is
desired this can also be changed in runtime. If in this mode, the di�erent areas
are assigned uniform shading.
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3.3.3 Arbitrary Number of Shadows

As the earth only has one moon there is usually only one shadow present on the
surface at a time. This is, however, not the case for other planets in our solar
system. Saturn, for example, has about 30 moons of which seven are currently
present in UniView.

In our shadow algorithm the objects must be speci�ed as shadowing objects
for another object to test for a visible shadow from this object. This is de�ned in
a con�guration �le and can be altered to match the system one is focused on for
performance, as well as for other user preferences. The objects speci�ed in the
con�g �le are given di�erent status, parent or child, which de�nes the behavior
of the shadowing. As an example we can look at a shadow group containing
Saturn and some of its moons, Titan and Dione and Enceladus.

• Shadow Group

� Saturn Parent

� Titan Child

� Dione Child

� Enceladus Child

With this setup Saturn receives shadows from its children, and the chil-
dren, Titan, Dione and Enceladus, receive shadows from their parent, Saturn.
However Titan, Dione and Enceladus do not shadow each other since they are
siblings. This means that Saturn should be able to display shadows from three
di�erent objects while Titan, Dione and Enceladus only have the ability to re-
ceive one shadow. As an option one can choose to have all objects in a group
shadow each other even though the chance of one moon shadowing another is
much smaller.

The moons of Saturn are arranged in a way which makes it possible for
several shadows to appear on the surface simultaneously. Rendering all of these
shadows could be done in several rendering passes where the geometry is drawn
several times and shaded according to the di�erent moon position every time.
To reduce the number of vertices having to be drawn we have chosen a di�erent
approach that renders all shadows in one single pass.

The latest shader model, shader model 3.0, lets the programmer write loops
where the number of iterations are unde�ned at compile time and are speci�ed
through parameters passed to the shader at runtime. In this way the number
of iterations for the shadow calculations could be decided based on the number
of current visible shadows, which is evaluated on the CPU before the shading
of the planet. However, to keep the shadow algorithm as usable and versatile
as possible we have limited our work to shader model 2.0, which does not allow
for an unknown number of iterations. Going through all iterations every time
would be far to time consuming and unrealistic. Going through all iteration and
breaking out early when the current shadow is not visible is not an option either
since dynamic branching is also not available in shader model 2.0. The solution
to this problem has been to create as many shaders as the maximum number of
shadows that can theoretically appear at the same time. These shaders contain
much the same code but have a di�erent number of iterations for the loop as
well as di�erent sizes for the arrays of parameters passed to the shaders. Before
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rendering the object to be shaded the number of currently visible shadows is
computed and the shader with the corresponding number of iterations is chosen
for rendering that frame. The parameters needed for the shadow calculations
are passed in arrays to account for all shadowing objects, not just one. To avoid
having several almost identical �les lying around, and also to avoid having to
make changes in several �les if changing something in a shader, only one shader
�le is written. This �le is then modi�ed in the loading process to create all
shaders needed during runtime. The original shader contains the symbol @
instead of the number de�ning the amount of iterations in the loop as well as
the array size of the incoming parameters. After reading the shader a �nd and
replace function is used to create the shaders needed, storing them as strings.
All of these are then loaded as shader programs and can be freely chosen from
at runtime.

3.3.4 Rendering the Shadows to a Texture

Since the atmospheric e�ects are rendered into textures, and mapped onto the
planets and atmosphere layers, we decided to expand the textures to include
the results of the shadow renderings as well. The shadow shaders are therefore
expanded with a spherical coordinate computation and applied to a quad rather
than the occluded object, just like the atmosphere shaders, and the output is
rendered to the alpha channel of one of the atmosphere textures. The shadow
result can then be retrieved through a texture lookup in the �nal fragment
shader for the occluded object.
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Chapter 4

Results

We have implemented a visually convincing atmosphere applicable to di�erent
planets in the solar system. The atmospheric e�ects can be viewed from space
as well as from the surface of a planet and, as customary for an interactive
software, from all positions in between. The atmosphere simulates the e�ects of
day and night, sunrise and sunset and gives important depth cues through the
e�ect of aerial perspective.

Combining the atmospheric e�ects with an algorithm for rendering accurate
soft shadows for spherical objects and a sun that varies in size with visibility
has enabled the visualization of the phenomena of solar and lunar eclipses. This
feature can also be watched from space, where the shape of the shadow becomes
apparent and can be studied, as well as from the planet's surface, where one
can experience the darkening of the sky as the moon slowly covers the sun and
then examine the corona of the sun around the dark moon.

All this can be run at interactive frame rates, and on large systems, like at
the Hayden Planetarium at AMNH, even high resolution clouds can be used on
top of the atmosphere without having the system lag behind.

The results of the implementations are most easily described with pictures
of the various situations. This chapter will be dedicated to this.

Figure 4.1: The atmosphere layer makes the earth visible before the surface is lit by
the sun.
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Figure 4.2: The old atmosphere implemented as a disk infront of the earth. To the left
without clouds and to the right with clouds enabled.

Figure 4.3: The new atmosphere based on the physics of atmospheric scattering.

Figure 4.4: Closing in on the surface.

Figure 4.5: Decending through the atmosphere.
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Figure 4.6: The aerial perspective resulting in the whitening of the mountains toward
the horizon.

Figure 4.7: The sun setting on earth.

Figure 4.8: The left image shows a real photograph of the solar eclipse of March 29th
2006. The right image shows a visualization of the same time in UniView.

Figure 4.9: A solar eclipse viewed from space. The right image shows the scienti�c
visualization mode, showing the extent of the penumbra which is otherwise too faint to
be seen.
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Figure 4.10: The shadow of the moon creates a �hole� in the atmosphere. The right
image shows how the shadow gets stretched out when close to the transition between
night and day.

Figure 4.11: The International Space Station '�oating' above the earth.

Figure 4.12: The atmosphere of Mars with one of its moons, Phobos, in the foreground.
To the right, the pinkish sky of Mars.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Conclusions and Future Work

The work done in this project has been successful and is fully integrated into
the UniView software. The aim of creating a more convincing atmosphere, im-
plementing a shadow algorithm for shadow casting between celestial bodies and
a dynamic sun has been met. Even though our implementation has been suc-
cessful there are a number of improvements that could further enhance the �nal
experience further but which we have not had time to implement. Also, some
ideas which have been implemented have proven not to be the best solutions.
The following sections will go through our views on possible future work.

5.1.1 Problems on Multi-Pipe Systems

When using UniView with a multipipe system ,as in a dome or a VR theater,
some problems related to the glare e�ects occur. When UniView is used in this
mode one image is rendered for each projector at every frame, using di�erent
view frustums according to the camera angle represented by the projector. The
problem arises when the sun is close to the edge of the view frustum of a pipe.
The size of the glare is calculated based on the results of an occlusion query
made for the current frustum, so the glare can be found to be totally visible in
the frustum of one pipe, thus rendering a billboard of appropriate size. If the
sun is situated so that the billboard is clipped by the frustum then the clipped
part is lost. This is because the sun is not visible in the frustum for the pipe
next to it, and so no billboard is rendered. This situation is represented in �gure
5.1. We feared that this would be a big problem in the dome at AMNH but to
our surprise the overlap of the di�erent projectors in the dome is so big that
this error was not visible. However this is still a problem on systems with less
overlapp between the frustums.

Running UniView in multi-pipe mode on a cluster there is one master con-
trolling the slaves drawing the frames for the di�erent projectors. Right now
there is only a one-way communication from the master to the slaves. If this
were expanded to involve the ability for the slaves to send messages to the mas-
ter this could be used to distribute information about the glare to the other
slaves not having the sun in their frustum. Forcing all slaves to draw the glare
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Figure 5.1: When using UniView with a 3 pipe system like this the sun glare billboard
might be clipped as the sun object is only visible in on of the frustums and consequently
only drawn in one pipe.

billboard, at the appropriate position and according to the current information
from the master could then eliminate this error.

Other ideas like expanding the frustums for the di�erent pipes, so as to
simulate a larger overlap, could also solve the problem. However, this might
result in the rendering of other objects, e.g. other planets and stars, that would
otherwise have been culled, resulting in a greater performance loss than when
only rendering an extra glare billboard for all frustums.

5.1.2 E�ects Texture

The current approach, using the intermediate e�ects texture, not only has ad-
vantages but also some disadvantages.

• Advantages:

� By being able to control how many vertices that are shaded by the
atmosphere shaders it is possible to speed up the rendering.

� Saving the e�ects to a texture enables the use of frame coherence
which also speeds up the rendering.

• Disadvantages:

� The textures sometimes have too low resolution even when used with
the highest resolution possible. This is because the estimation of the
visible area based on the visual horizon is not good enough. The
resolution problem is most noticeable in the sky texture when viewed
from within the atmosphere, as it excludes the visible e�ects from the
Mie scattering which should create a halo around the sun.

� Approximating the geometry to be shaded with a sphere of a certain
radius excludes the e�ects that would appear due to variation in
height. Because of this the scattering is not properly handled by
mountains and valleys, missing out on e�ects which would appear
as fog in valleys and a clearer view of mountain tops because of the
di�erence in optical depth.

One could consider skipping the intermediate texture procedure for the outer
atmosphere layer, since this is where the resolution causes the most problems.
In that case there have to be several shadow shader �les, one shading an object,
used for the atmosphere layer, and one shading a texture, for the ground.
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5.1.3 Use Result of Shadow Shading Better

Right now the shadow calculations are performed twice if the occluded object
has an atmosphere; once for the ground and once for the atmosphere layer. This
is because the visual horizon for the two objects di�ers, i.e. the area covered by
the texture for the di�erent objects is not the same (see �gure 5.2). One could
use the shadow texture generated for the atmosphere layer for both object as
this covers a larger area, however this would cause the resolution to be decreased
further more. Also several texture coordinates would have to be used in the �nal
planet shader to map textures covering di�erent areas onto the surface which
would decrease performance. We have not come up with a good solution to this
problem but hope it can be done more e�ciently in the future.

Figure 5.2: The longitudes visible from vie point vp, and thus the longitudes covered
by the texture, di�ers for the ground and the sky. Because of this a shadow texture
cannot be produced to �t both objects.

5.1.4 Overall Atmospheric improvements

It would be interesting to calculate Esun correctly for some angles and analyze
the results. In this way a more realistic function could be approximated and used
in the shaders. However, the physical correctness is not of utmost importance
here, it is the visual end-result that counts, and the current function for Esun

is easy to tune to get the desired result.
O'Neil uses HDR lighting in his implementation which improves the �nal

colors of the atmosphere.This could probably be implemented fairly easy.
In the real world it is not uncommon to see the moon during the day. In

the current atmosphere implementation this is not possible. A fairly quick �x
would be to treat the moon like the sun glare when inside the atmosphere, and
render it without depth test after the atmosphere layer.

5.1.5 Only Shadows from Spherical Objects

The technique we use for shadow rendering only takes into account shadows
cast by spherical objects. An improvement to the shadow model would be to
implement a technique that can handle shadows cast by non-spherical objects,
like the moons of Mars that are more peanut shaped than spherical. The soft
shadow algorithm we found most suitable for this task was penumbra wedges,
which could be implemented at about 50 fps on the GPU for a moderately
complex scene. However, a scene containing a highly tessellated planet with
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atmospheric e�ects and with thousands of stars and planets in the background
can probably not be considered as being 'moderately complex', and so other
approaches would be required.

5.1.6 Scienti�c Visualization of Shadow Casting

When using UniView for educational purposes rather than for amusement the
realistic look of the rendering takes second place to a more explanatory visu-
alization. This has been accounted for in the shadow algorithm by including
two di�erent modes, one for real looking shadows and one for an illustrative
look. To further explain the phenomena of solar eclipses the cones, representing
the umbra and penumbra volumes, shown in the �gures in section 3.3 could
be used. The shadow visualization could be made even more understandable
if these cones were rendered in the solar system. It is unclear how such an il-
lustration would look in UniView as the distances involved are far greater than
illustrated in the images in this report. The cones would probably look more
like thin tubes stretching from the sun to the earth. However this might be
exactly the look needed to really understand the e�ects of the relative distances
and sizes of the objects involved. Because of this, rendering these shadow cones
would be an interesting test.

The scale issue, involved when rendering the whole universe, is dealt with by
having di�erent scenes for the planets, moons and stars in UniView. Rendering
cones stretching over these di�erent scenes might introduce some problems but
can probably be done.

5.1.7 Lunar Eclipse

As explained in section 2.5.1 the moon turns red when shadowed by the earth
during a lunar eclipse because of the earth's atmosphere. As the shadow casting
is currently implemented, all shadows are gray-scaled. To get a more realistic
rendering, the color of the shadow could be based on the properties of the
shadow caster. As the object responsible for the shadow is already found for
the purpose of translating the sun glare, this could be further exploited for this
purpose. The color of the shadow is of course dependent on the thickness of the
atmosphere and the position of the bodies involved but a fairly easy approach
would be to change the color of the shadow based on a prede�ned rgb-value
coupled with the shadow caster in question.
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